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FOREWORD

Secondly, the Bank provides technical

assistance and advisory services to

countries in all regions of the world -Latin

America, Africa, Europe, the Middle East

and North Africa, East and Central Asia,

South Asia and East Asia -to support the

development of environmentally and socially

responsible private sector mining develop-

ment. This includes support for modernizing

the mining lige:nsing and fiscal regime,

institutional strengthening and capacity

building for mining sector public institutions,

strengthening geological suI:Yeys to be

useful information sources for both the

public sector and private sector investors,

and improving instruments and strengthening

capabilities regarding environmental protection

and social mitigation of the impacts of

mining pr9jects.

The World Bank has been active in mining

sector reform for over a decade. Reforms

not only attract private investment, but

provide the policy framework for that

investment to contribute to development.

The impact of the mining industry on the

local ecbnomic de'V'elopment of neighboring

populations and efforts to reduce poverty

in mining countries of the developing world

could be substantial in the next quarter

century. The presence of an industry

committed to the sustainable development

of underdeveloped areas of developing

countries could revolutionize its impact on

the local economies, far beyond its past

and current role of generator of foreign

exchange and ~ource of tax revenues.

This paper describes the history, process,

and resujts of mining reform, and outlines

the role the World Bank Mining Policy and

Reform Division has played in this process,

These activities include assistance for the

restructuring of large-scale state mining

industries, in particular in Eastern Europe

and the former Soviet Union.

Thirdly, the Bank provides non lending'

assistance to address cutting edge and

strategic issues at the interface betWeen

government, investors, and civil society,

In recent years, these issues have included

mine closure, mining and community

relationships, and management of mineral

sector revenues. In this role, the Bank uses

its convening power to bring 1ogether key

M I N N G A N D DEVELOPMENT
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stakeholders to work on these issues.

Most importantly, the Mining Division car:1

provide relevant examples of how important

issues are being addressed in different

projects and countries around the world.

development. At the same time, those

governm~nts that have not yet reacted

are under pre$sure from thelnternational

community to address the needs of those

most affected by mining operations.

The outcome of these activities is to support

countries developing sustainable mining

industries, that is, mining industries which

make important cont!ibutions to the national

economyand local and regional develop-

ment that can be sustained after mining

ceases when ore bodies become depleted

and uneconomic at individual projects. In

this way mining can contribute to poverty

alleviation and economic development for :

specific countries and communities, which

is the core mission of the World Bank.

Through appropriate mineral polibies, private

sector Investors can be encouraged and .

regulated to act responsibly and reflect the

best interests of a nation. The management

of these issues by the governments of

mining countries wilf not only help define the

enabling environment for the devel9pment

of their mining sectors, but provide for the

possibility of receiving ongoing benefits

from the sector in the jong term.

Mining reform provides a pathway for.

<::ountries to maximize the opportunity of

mining for sustainable development.As expectations regarding the responsibilities

of mining companies in the protection of

the environment and their relationships

with the local communities have changed.

forward-looking governments--a!'e in the

process of adjusting their policies to

accommodate fur1her evolution of the

mining sector to the concept of sustainable

Rashad Kaldany

Director, 0//, Gas, Mining and

Chemicals Department
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I. Global Trends in

the Mining Industry

THE OPENING OF DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES TO MINING INVESTMENT

capita! markets -to the best prospective

areas available in these countries, while

subjecting investors to confiscatory or

unstable taxation policies. Globalization

opened up to private inve$tme~t the mining

sectors of many countries that were

previously quite restrictive.

Globaljzation and the

Transformation of Mjnjng

In the last 25 year~, the world's minerals

indu-stry has undergone a major transforlTlation

as it has increasingly come to operate in a

new, more open economy. Initially, this

transformation was caused by technological

innovations, the infusion of international

capital to finance projects, and the interaction

of local communities and other stakeholders

with the industry. In the last decade, the

pace of change has accelerat~d noticeably,

in large measure as a consequence of the

liberalizatiO'n brought about by the fall of

communism and the accompanying global-

ization of the World economy; Three key

elements of this new economy are the

creation of global markets for cap!tal as

well as for goods and serviges; the explosive
.

grOwth of communications and the emergence

of a global information network; ar)d the

emergence of global values and thelncreasing

role of civil society.

The explosive:growth of communications

and the emergence of global values are

closely linked. Through increasedcommu-

nications, activities and experiences in the

.miflerals sector are quickly reported and

transmitted throughout the globe, even to

the most remote areas. A result of the

increased communications and sharing of

information has been the emergence of

global values, As a consequence, the

actions in anyone country have the

potential to have profound effects on other

cQuntrtes at the economic, social, and

environmentall~vels. In this' context, when

one country's comprehensive and thorough

mining reform has succeeded, many

countries in all regions of the world have

taken advantage of the experienQe and

opened their mining sectors.

As-Iittle as 20 years ago, the minerals Industry,

while serving global commodity markets, .

operated only partially at the global level.

In many mining countries, state'-owned

enterprises (SOEs) played a central role;

these countri.es l,Jsually enacted iegislatioo

that blocked the access of private enterprises

-that is, those with access to. international

Chile was a pioneer; In the early 1980s,

Chile overhauled its mining policies and

opened the sector to private investment by,

leveling the playing field. It removed barrie~s

to entry and exit, established fun transfer-

abilIty of mineral rights, and adopted clear

and non::discretionary rules that apply

equally to public and private, national, and

M 1 N N G A N D D E V E OP~ENT
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Perhaps most fundamental has been .a

reorientatiofl of the public mining institu~

tions (PMls) away from assisting the state

in its role of owner-operator, and instead

focusing on the role of the state as lessor

and reg~lator.

foreign c0mpanies. Simultaneously, in Asia,

Indonesia and Papua New Guinea, and in

Africa, Botswana and Ghana took different

approaches that were also geared toward

creating the necessary conditions to enable

a privately financed mining industry. The

success of these initiatives; particularly the

op~ning of the sector and the removal of

~arriersin Chile, caused many developing

countries in all regions to take a hard look

at the performance of their mining sector

~nd to cOn:lPare it with the Chilean '6xperi-

ence arid that of the lead reformers of their

region (see appendix A). As a conseql!ence,

in the 1990s, several countries, initially jn

Latin America and then in Africa and Asia,

implemented processes of mining sector

reform along the-Iines pioneered by Chile.

The result has been an unprecedented

competitive environment, with competition

at allleyels; this has had a profound impact

on the minerals industry. The role of the

state as a producer of mineral products

was phased out, as it became clear that it

was not sustainable because of a variety of

factors. These included a lack of corporate

focus, .a lack of profitabil!ty, a lack of capital,

a lack of investmen\ in exploration and

modernization of equipment and technology,.

an increase in competition for capital

among potehtial areas for exploration. a

poor record on environmental protection, a

long-term trend to lower mineral commodity

prices. and the inab!lity of state-owne9

companies to cut production costs effective~.'

The Modernization of the State and

the Increased Role of International

Companies

Perceptions of Mjnjng and the

North-South Djvjde

The opening of the minerals industry to

the international capital markets also has

increased the concern of civil society in th~

developed world about the acti~ities of the

minerals industry in the developing world.

The view prevailing in some developed

countries, particularly in Europe, of minir)g

as an activity that pollutes and degrades

the environment and the people, to be

tolerated only under extremely restrictive

conditions, has become a centrallssue to

both the governments and companies

interested in the development bfmining in

1 As noted below. successful state-owned m\ning enter

prises. such as CodelCo in Chile and Soquem in

Canada, are rare exoeptionsto the above rule.

The shift in developing countries toward

encouraging priv~te investment In mineral

resource development follows the opening

of the general investment regime (in the .

areas of taxation, currency exchange,

banking, trade, and )abor), which op~ned

all sectors to foreign investQrs. The tharac-

teristics of this shift include: allowing or

expanding private access to mineral

resources previously reserved to the state;

a progression from ad hoc investment

agreements toward standardization of
.

rights and obligations; the application of

the same rules to all participants in the

s"ector, public and private, national or foreign;

an increase in environmental protection

requirements; a reduction in the levels of
.

ad valorem royalties; a convergence in

corporate income tax rates to a range of

30 to 35 percent; and a reduction in

customs dut[es on imported capital goods.

DEVELDPMMINING A N D
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developing countries. This view is largely a

result of lingering perceptions of the old,

pre-reformtype ()f mining, from which

industry leaders have begun to distance

themselves.

Such perception must be contrasted with

the view of mining held by many in the

developing world: that is, mining )s an

essential jndustry arid an immediate and

important way to help the poor gain some
.

of the benefits of modern society. There is a

concern about the envirpnment, but th~

imperatives are social and economic and

are of immediate n~ture. The issue is how

to get today's generation .out of poverty and

build strong, sl,Jstainable communities.2 The

presence of developed country NGOs in

the developing world -which reflects the

large, ur)finished social and environmental

agenda of the mining industry -acts asa

link between the developed ?rid the devel-

oping countries' views of mining.

At the same time, many mining and mineral

exploration companies are grappling with a

much mor~ dem~nding relationship ",-:ith the

local popu1ation~. Companies are realizing

that to proceed with a project today, they

must secure"not only a license to op~rate

but asocial license as w~ll, based on open

dealings, consultation! trust, and a long-term

commitment to community developmerit.3

The good news is that the leading compa-

nies, after a cautious start, have become

aware of theneed.for social license. An

increasing number of companies are

adopting policies and procedures based on

the principles of respect for the community

and the local culture, transparent communi-

cations, the use of consultation, mitigation

of social impacts, enhancement of social

and economic benefits, and participation in

community development.

The New Mjnjng Industry

In addressing the existing situation, the

internation~1 mining industry has made

.significant progress in the environmental

area, while its work on social iss.ues is at an

earlier stage. Environmental management

has by now been incorporated into all

aspects of the mining cycle, from exploration

through closure and reclamation, and is

now part of th~ corporate culture of the
industry leaders. Most importantly, an .

environmental ethic has emerged for ttle

mining industry: that of stewardship, with.

the company assuming responsibility for the

temporary use of the land, minimizing the

impacts, and restoring the,landscape once

mining is over.

Thus, the non-traditional "soft"factors have

become paramount in the mining industry

as a consequence of its increa$ed exposure

and the awareness by the public "at large of

its social and environm~ntal impacts. As I

companies from Australia, Canada, and the

United States have moved away from their

domestic markets and have begun to

operate globally, they have shifted their

attention to global markets and the issues

affecting the immediate surroundings of
.

their miriing operations. Meanwhile, as the

role of the state in the mining sector has

diminished and the presence of international

mining companies has increased, the

international cQmmunity has inc~eased its

invQlvement in monitoring the impact of

mining on the local comm~nities: The

presence of international civil society has

3 Remy and McMahon 2002.2 Thomson 2001
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increased the transparency of t~e monitoring.

It has als9 shifted the emphasis from the

narrow environmental definition o~ sustairi-

ability to one of sustainable communities:

that is, communities that are able to turn

part of the wealth generated by mining into

an asset base that will ensure viable

economic activity in the region,.beyond

the mine and independent of it.

These events are placing the mining

industry in a position where its impact on

the local economic development of neigh-

boring populations, and thus on efforts to

reduce poverty ir) mining countries of ~he

developing world, could be substantial In

the next quartet century. The mineral
industry is a glbbal industry wh?se pres- -

ence in qeveloping countries contin~es to

increase) and whose activities take place

largely in remote and depressed areas

within these countries. Mining is an activity

that will come to stay in a region for the

-long term, and it is a powerful in~trumeF1t

for transferring skills and technologies to

these remote locations. The presence of ~n

industry-committed to the sustainable

develQpment of underdeveloped areas

could revolutionize its impact in the local

economies, far beyond its past and current

role of generator of foreign exchange and

source of tax revenue:s.

metal commodity prices of the 1990-97

period provided risk"takingjuniormining
companies with the resources to initiate

the massive migration of the mining indus-

try to the developing countries. By 1997 ,

they had become impbrtant players in the

industry by utilizing some of the world's

b~stexploration talent. They led the gold

exploration of the late 1980sand early

1990s, bringing in the major international

ho.uses as partners when significant

prospects were found. As the prlce of gold

flattened in the early 1990s, the juniors

diversifled and took advantage of the high

prices of base metals and diamqnds until

1997. As many unexplored developing

countries with high geological potential

opened their rIJiningsectorsto foreign

investment and the risk-takingjuniors

achieved some spectacular finds in the.

newly accessible areas, the entire industry

realized that it had little choice but to

review its development strategies.

THE 19905 AND THE REFORMS OF THE

MINING SECTOR

The Southbound Migration of

Exploratiop

The outcome of these events was a

considerable shift in the geographical

distribution of investment in exploration.

This is the industry indicator rriost sensitive

to policy, and the shift signaled the

jncreased attractiveness of the developing

countries. The share of worldwide

.exploration investment of the develop(ng

countries increased from about 35 percent.

in 1989/1990 to about 63 percent in 1997 ,

a peak that coincided with the end of the

era of high prices- of the metal commodities-

Sin.ce then, as the prices of metal

commodities has dropped to some of the

lowest levels ever recorded; a significant

number of international minin,g companies

have either drastically cut or withdrawn

from their offshore exploration programs

and have: focused their business on their

traditional geographical areas. As a

A decade of major reforms in the mining

laws of mining countries combined with

high metal commodity prices to trigger a

new world exploration scenario. The higr

M N O E V ~ OPMENT
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consequence, the share of developing

countries of the. investment exploration pie

has decreased -but only slightly, from 63

percent in 1997 to abOut 58 percent in 2001 .

TABLE 1: EXPLORAnON INVESTMENT BY REGION

(percentage of world total, unless

otherWise specified)

Investors' Responses to the Different

Approaches to Reform

The performance of individual developing

countries and regions in attracting private

sector exploration investment during the

1990-2001 period varied sharply,

reflecting differing perceptions in the quality

of the reforms implemented in different

regions. When metal commodity prices

were high -that is, between 1989/1990

and 1997 -exploration investment

increased by 80 to 85 percent worldwide,

from about US$2.8 billion to about US$5:1

billion. In the developing regions, it grew

220 percent. In Latin America, it quadrupled.

Most significantly; if Chile (which had

reformed its legal-institutional framework in

the early 1980s and was already. attracting

considerable investment in the late 1980s)

is excluded from the statistic, the groWth in

Latin America was tenfold. This resulted in
.

an increase in the Latin American share of

the total from 13 to 29 percent. Africa's

partiqipation increased from 12 to 16

percent, and the share of the Southeast

Asia and Pacific region increased from 6to

10 percent. Latin America atso performed

better when the prices of metal.commodi-

ties fell. In response to the .drastic fall of

prices, wortdwide investment in exploration

plummeted from US$5.1 billion in 1997 to

about US$2,2 billion in 2001 , and many

international companies cut their offshore

exploration activities. bnly Latin America

among the developing regions kept 1ts

share of 29 percent of the world total:

Note': Rest of World includes the fOm1er Soviet Union, Middle

East, and East~ and Western Europe.

Source: For J989/1990, World Bank staff estimates. For 1997

and 2001, "GorporateExploration Strategies. Metal Econoinics

Group.

MINING A N D I!EVElOPMENT
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II. The Role of the World

Bank in the Mining

Sector

FROM PROJECT DEVELOPMENT TO

PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT

and Wengfu in China, were established in

this way.

The Evolution of Different Approaches

to Non-Fuel Minerals and Coal6
The Traditional Role: Project

Developmen~

1HE~PPROACH TO NON-FUEL

MINERALS; SUPPORTING MINING

REFORM. With the growing recognition

that state enterpris~s had performed poorly

in the mining sector, as in other productive

sectors, the World Bank in the late 1980s

undertook a review of its strategy toward

non-fuel mining. The results of that1eview

were presented in The Strategy for African

Mining, a 1992 study by the Mining Unft of

the World Bank, which noted the im~ortance

of the mining sector as a source of tax

revenues and foreign exchange in :Africa.

The report also noted, however, that

"Africa has failed to mobilize the necessary

risk capital and investment funds needed

for sound and orderly mining development:""

The report looked into the causes behind

these failures and outlined the principles of

reform to address them.

The traditional rol~ of the World Banks in

minerals development during the "pre-reform"

period -through the 1980s -was to provide
infrastructure and project finance for the .

development of major fuel and non-fuel

mining projects in developing countries.

These projects, which were undertaken

first :by private sector mining companies

and later by state-own~ mining companies,

did not have access to other sources of

funds" The project finance extended by the

W9rld Bank differed from more modern

conceptjonsof project finance for minerals

development. The World Bank's recourse

for debt service and for repayment was not

limited solely to the assets of the project

concerned. Its ultimate reCourse was

always .to sovereign credit. The loan

conditions would include "environmental

and social" covenants consistent with the

World Bank Group's operational directives

on the environment, resettlement, and

indigenous peoples. Many maior mining
projects in developing countries, such as

Carajas in Brazil," Bukit Assam in Indonesia,

A 1 996 study, the Mining Strategy for Latin

America and the Caribbean .by the World

Bank Industry and Mining Division

addressed mining reform strategies in more

6 Onorato. Fox, and Strongman 1998.

7 World Bank 1992. Foreword.

4 Onorato, Fox. and Strongman 1998.

5 World Bank here refers tQ two members of the World

Bank Group, the lritf3rnationalBank for Reconstruction

and Development and the International Development

Associatk>f), commonly known as the "World Bank."

A N D DEVELOPMENT
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depth. It examined legal reforms, the

restructuring and strengthening of public

mining institutions, the promotion of local

medium- and small-scale private sector

mining, and the management 0! environ-

mental and social issues." This report

presented for the first time a coherent

agenda of policy, regulatory, environmental,

fiscal, and institutional reform that has

subsequently helped shape assistance by

two member entities of the World Bal:1k

GrQup, the International Bank for

Recor:1structionand Deve!opment (IBRD)

and the Jnternational Development

Association (IDA), for nor1-fuel minerals for

developing countries in all regiol:1s.

The reforms emphasize competition and

the role of the private sectQr as investor

and operator, and promote the. role of

government as lessor and r~gulator.ln an

Initial phase of the sector reform work, the

World Bank assisted the non-fue1 segment

of the industry with a variety of instruments.

These included structural and sectoral

adjustment loans, which provide fast.

disbursing support to assist countries that

undertake a prog~am of policy reform;

technical assistance programs (including

loans and credits to finance the costs of

studies and consultants' services); and

grant funds created by IBRD or provided by

member countries or other international

organizations for IBRD to administer. In a

second strategy adjustment, these technical

assistance projects were integrated into the

mI:Jltis~toral programs funded by the Bank

with Programmatic Structural Adjustment

Loans (PSALS) and Credits (PSA~s).

The new strategy for non-fuel minerals

developed in the 1996 Mining Strategy

for L8.tih America and the Caribbean

recognizes the willingness of privqte seCtor

banks and other official lenders to finance

nori-fuel minerals developm~nt in develop-

ing countries, Thus, examples of World

Bank (IBRD andJDA} investment loans to

fund the development of large-scale non-

fuel minerals projects are comparatively

rare now: Such projects with the private

sector are now largely financed by the

Int~rnational Fir)ance 'Corporation (IFC},

the private sector arm of the World Bank

Group (WBG); they are insur~d by another

WBG member, the Multilateral Investment

Guarantee Agency (MIGA),

THE APPROACH TO FUEL MINERALS:

REDESIGNING DOMESTIC INDU$TRIES.9

The situatiort is different regarding coal

and lignite. For these fuel minerals, the

Bank continues to have a role in providing

investment finance to support mining oper-

ations, as part of broader reform programs

in countries with rapidly growing coal

industries or in countries in transition that

have significant excess production capacity.

Unlike non-fuel r:ninerals, which are typically

exported 8:nd sold in internat!onfil markets

at world prices, most coal mined in

developihg countries and in countries in

transition is prodUced .for domestic markets.

Entry is frequently limited, prices are often

regulated, and customers are typically

government entities, often in a perilous .

financial situation. In these circumstances,

The main focus of the World Bank's work

program In the non-fuel minin!;J sector has

become providing fina~cial and technical

support to mining countries to enable them

to assess, adjust~ and reform their minin~

development programs. The reform centers

on stimulating greater private sector partici,'

pation, privatizing state-owned assets, and

establishing the conditions for sustainable

minerals development,

'---oio--
8 World Bank 1900.

9 ~orato, Fox. and Strongman 199&

MINING A N D DEVELOPMENT
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recognition of the failure of the trust

management approach, the government

decided to adopt a policy of competitive

direct privatization. This was supported by

a second Worid Bank loan in December

1997 for$US BOQ million. Throughout the

proGess, the Bank provided technical

assistance to finance privatization-related

activities, such as funding a privatization

expert in the staff of the implementing

agency, backing business appr~isals and ..

initial price calculations !or some coal

companies, and developingres.tructuring

programs, management and financial training

programs, and environmental audits.

the approach of ~ttracting foreign investors

or international mining companies will not

work without first redesignin-g the domestic

Jndustries to create competitive private

producers and consumers. Consequently,

World Bank Group activities in coal center

on encouraging the development of a

competitive m~rketplace for coal and

support the privatization of state-owned

coal mines and private investment in coal

mining. The Bank also supports initiatives

~o make coal mining more sqcially and

environmentally sustainable, backs studies

to reduce and mitigate the harmful

environmental impacts of coal use, and

helps cushion the social impacts of the

downsizing of coal industries with

substantial structural overcapacity.

The World Bank's assistance in privatizating

the Russian coal industry illustrates this

approach. In just a few years, a remarkable

transformation in ownership has occurred.

BetWeen 1993 and 2001, the share of coa!

produced by privately owned companies in .

Russia increased from less than 1 0 percent

to about 77 percent. Privatization proceed-

ings are underway for the last major coal

companies remaining in state own~rship,

which should result in over 90 percent of

coal output being in private hands by the

end of 2002. This rapid change has taken

place despite the widespread perception

of the Russian coal ind~stry as a troubled,

loss-making industry. The World Bank

became involved in this process in m[d-

1996 with the extension of a $US 500

million Sector Adjustment Loan {SECAL),

which supported early efforts undertaken

to demonopolize and commercialize the

industry: During this period, the state acted

as trustee for the industry. As the goVern-

ment failed to meet the agreed trust man-

agement targets, and as there was shared

The new approach tocoa! reform in

countries in transition with structural,

excess coal capacity is based on the need

to help those countries9arefully consider

the downsizing of their coal industry

production capacity. For a number of

co\Jntries in transition, many existing mines

will not be financially viable under market

conditions because of their geologlcal

characteristics, coal quality, af)d/or

geographical location. Dealing with these

mines involves addressing a wide range of

social, financial, and environmental issues

which, in turn, impact on project preparation

and design for World Bank assistance.

Large coal sector programs developed in

recent years for Poland and Romania (box 1 )

illustrate the approach.

ASSISTANCE;: FOR SMALL -SCALE AND

ARTISANAL MINING. The level of small-

scale mining activity in many developing

countries is of great significance and

continues to grow. Much of this activity

occurs outside the formal economy. Latest

estimates suggest that over 1 O million

people are directly engaged in artisanal

and small-scale mining activities, with

OPMENTMINJNG A t-I D D E V E



its informal nature and the set of significant

environmental, h~alth and safety, an~

social issues associated with iL Because

the methods of mining an~ processing

employed are usually relatively simple and

inexpensive, the barriers to partici~ation

are low. The majority of people are not

miners. by choice but by necessity, and

their level of technical knowledge and

experience is low. Yet, while this activity

provides few macroeconomic benefits, it

has proved to be critical to the economic

survival of many dispersed rural communi-

ties and otherwise Jmpoverished households,

as it often stimuJates important additional

rural economic activity.

~nother 80 to 100 million people directly or

indirectly dependent on the production from

these activities for their own livelihoods.

During the past decade, the number of peo-

ple involved has steadily jncreased;most of

this growth has been driven by poverty.

Perhaps the most troubling aspect of this

form of mining for governments has been

DEVELOPMENTA N DM N I N G

The World ,Bank approach tQ artisanal and

small-scale mining has evolved over time,

The Bank initially'focused on finc:incial,and

technical support, includin!;1 improved

equipment and methods, environmental

mon}toring and remediation, and the

development of appropriate regulatory and

institutional frameworks, It evolved into

!Tlore comprehensive and integrated

approaches that address a rahge of issues,

These include "formalization" of the sub-

sector and organization at the production

level; amelioration of health and safety and

i environmental practices; improved access

to and application of appr9priatetechnology;

and development, where viable, of its

business and commercial PQtential, This

more elaborated approach is epitomized

by Bank-supported programsih Ecuador

(see box 2 on page 10), Bu'rkina Faso, and

Madagascar, World Ba'nk support and

intervention have become a balancing act

between recognition of the capacity of

small-scale mining to alleviate povertY and

the neE!d to address its most problematic

aspects: that is, to make it more environ-

mentally and socially responsible, without
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!nterriation81, and the British Department

for International Development (DFID).

CASM has begun to develop knowledge-

sharing networks" across regions and interest

groups (governments, artisanal miners,

NGOs, donor agencies, and mining

Companies). The importance of this initiative

in ensuring the availability and ?haring of

the best practices known, lessohs learned,

and technical e:xpertise in an integrated

and coordinated mann~r wil1 likely increase

as the poverty reduction and integrated

rural development goals of the Bank's

work are themselves further clarified and

strengthened :

USING BEST INTERNATIONAL PRACTICES

IN MINING REFORM

Identifying Best Practices for
the Sustainab[e Deve[opment of

Minera[s

promoting it as a "sustainable" livelihood

activity in its current form, which it clearly is

not: To these endS, the Bank has been

facilitating a "global" dialogue on artisanal

and small-scalemining, and is tiostinga

global initiative to better coordinate

knowledge-sharing and its applic~tion in
development assistance programs and .

Interventions. This initiative, c~lIed CASM,

an acronym for Communities and Small-

Scale Mining, is sponsOred by a variety of

internationalorganizatfons, including the

International Labor Organization {IL:O), the

United Nations Department of Economic

and Social Affairs {UNDESA), Conservation

The World Bank contributes to the

process of developing pGlicy responses to

development issues in the minerals sector

by collecting, assessing; and disseminating

knowledge about topical mjnerals

development issues. It does this not only
through its involvement with member .

countries in its operations but also through

publications and by participating in and

sponsoring seminars, conferences, and.
indu$try roundtables. Some publications

synthesize the results and outcomes of

Jeform work done by the World Bank in
member countries, such as the 1992 .

study, The Strategy for African Mining, and

the 1996 report, A Mining Strategy for Latin

America and the Caribb~n. Others dissemi-

nate the conclusions of research done or

coordinated by Bank staff, such as An

Environmental Study of Art(sanal, Small

MINING A N D DEVELOPMENT

B"
OX

lnEcuador, unsafe mining techn!quesand

severe environmental damagefromsmalf-$Cale

mining have resulted in living coRdjtionsthat

have endangered people's lives andtheenvtron-

ment; The Bank-financed PRODEMfNCAproiept
.

allOCated funds to a fully Integrated program

addressing the environmental and socjalprob-

lemsofsmall-scale mining, while taking into

accounlcomplex SOCiofogical issoesof migra-
c c .: .

tlonandgender. The project has made as(gnlfi-

cantcontribution to developing sustainable

remedial measures to limit the environmental

degradation caused by small.scalertlining.lt

has a!so facilitated the organ!zation andman-

agement ofsmall-scale mjners'associEItfons,

with a view to upgri3ding the efficiency and

peliormance of the sector; The pro1ectwas also

instrumental in settingupa network within

Ecuador among NGOs, other agencies working

onsmall-scale mlning,andgovernment authori-

ties with a view to taking a systematic and

collaborative approach on the matter.

SU,PPORT FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY AND

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE SMALL-SCALE

MINING IN ECUADOR
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vertible evidence that the countries that

have implemented such a shift successfully

have taken a comprehensive approac'h to.

mining reform. The reform works best

when it is integrated into the rest of the

economy. The process starts with a well-

defined minerals development policy tied

to the establishment of a sound macroeco-
nomic and trade environment that opens ,

the economy generally to foreign inv,est -

ment and open trade. The reform must

also be comprehensive, including a stable

and consistent foundation of law~ and

regulations, institutions to administer them,

codes of conduct with stable, transparent,

and consistent application and must focus

properly on adequate coverage of both the

environmental and social impacts of mining

operations.

and Medium Mining in Bolivia, Chile and

Peru {1999), Review of Legal and Rscal

Frameworks for Exploration and Mining

(2001), and Large Mines and the

Community (2001 ). Rndings and COnclusions

from seminars and other gatherings may

be published, s':Jch as Mining and the

Community: Results of the Quito Conference

(1998) and Mine Closure and Sustainable

oevelopment (2000). Seminars and

workshops have covered a wide range of

subjects such as coar industry restructuring:

the impact of mining in local comml:Jnities,

mining and s\Jstainable development; and

regulatory issues.

Toward Modern Mining Legal

Frameworks

the work of the Wortd Bank in identifying

and disseminating best practices in mining

reform aims at providing guidance to

member Gountries. By using insttuments

such as publications and seminars or

workshops, the World Bank contributes to

a better understanding of the implications

of the different options and to thE? awareness

of the member countries as to what to

expect from each option. Furthermore, as

new knowledge is generated in different

member countries, the Bank continues to

playa role in assessing the pros and cons

of the new approaches and in disseminating

what seem to be the best international

practices, as tested by the experience of

countries.

ISSU.;:S THA T A MODERN LEGAL

FRAMEWOR.KMUST ADDRESS. The

modernleg8;1 framewoik for exploration

and mining typically addresses the topics

of governme:nt authority, conditions of

access to mineral holding lands, exploration

and mining rights and bbligations, protection

of the environment, and fiscal terms. Aside

from the fiscal matter, none of these issues

-which are of fundamental impor1ance to

the mining investQrs -is addressed in the

more general investment legislation. They

thus require a mining-specific legal

framework. In addressing these matters:

the successful mining legal reforms have

tended to establish the legal framework for

exploration and mining on the following six

building blocks, which constitute 1he

defining factors of sector policy: redefinition

of the role of the state; private access to

mineral resources; security of tenure;

The Need for a Comprehensive
Approach to Reform

The implementation of a mining industry

led by the private csector has required a

fundamental shift in the role of governments

in the mineral sector froni being b.oth

owner-operator and referee to be!ng the

lessor and regulator. The reform initiatives

of the last decade offer clear and incontro-

DEVELOPMEM I N N G A N D
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discovered, and clear and objective (that

is, non-discretionary) obligations in order

to maintain his rights in effect. These

requirements are all subject to clear and

transparent procedures.

freedom to operate ona commercial basis;

comprehensive environmental protection;

and competitive and stable fiscal term$.'o

Freedom to operate on acommerdal basis.

The investor must be assured that h~ will

have operating control of the mining

operation, the right to market the minerals

produced, the libeny to manage the

proceeds of the sales in offshore accounts

and ihe right to tr?nsfer and mor!gage the

mineral rights.

Redefiniuon of the role of the state.

National governments-nQw focus their

min(ng policies not on how they can acq,uire

control of the mineral deposits but on how

they can attract sustainable private capital

flows to develop them. This requires that .

the legal framework clarify and strengthen

the nature of the mineral rights that

private investors will receive; that the role

of the state be clearly stated; that consis-

tency between the legal framework and the

constitutional foundation be ensured; and

that the legal instruments that regulate

exploration and mining be defined by law;

Private access to mineraL resources. In order

to ensure private investors access to min-

eral resources, the legal-policy fr~mework

should open a set of key variables. These

include: liberC1ting areas that may have

previously been reserved for future explo-

ration or mining by the state; maintaining

an open title registry of mineral rights;

providing rights through standardized

agreements/permits; granting rights

according to objective, non-discretionary

criteria, preferably on a "first come, first

served" basis; e~couraging relinquishn1ent

by mineral rights holders; and allowing the

transfer of exploration and mining rights.

Comprehensive environmental protection.

Environmental matters related to miriingare

typically regulated by both mining and

environmentcillaws. Issues that must be

defined in these laws include land us~ and

utilization of mineral resources; provisions

for special protection; functions and

.authority of environmel:1.tal institutions and

organizational structure to be used for

environmental management;. the approach

t9 the managem~nt Of physica( and social

enyironmental issues; environmental impaQt

assessment requirements; obligations of

mineral title holders; distinctions between

new and existing operations; "residual".

environmental liabilities; steps to bring

pre-existing operations Into compliance;

the definition of environmental sureti~s; tax

treatment of environmental obligations;

environmental planning tools and policy

instruments; special provi~ions; environmental

incidents and accidents; environmental

defaults and crimes; and fees.

Security of tenure. This means that the

mineral right holder must be given a

sufficient term to carry out the intended

.exploration and mining activities, the virtual

automatic right to mine what he has

1qNaitQ, Remy, and Williams 2001

Competitive and stable fiscal terms. Fiscal

matters are also regulated by both general

taxation laws and mining Jaws. Areas that

must be covered under.these norms

include profit-related t~es, outpUt-related

DEVELM N I N G
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taxes, input-related taxes, fees, calculation

of the taxation base, tax incentives, envi-

ronmental allowances, and penalties.

Peru and the 1993-1995 amendments to

the Argentine law were drafted by commi$-

sions of experts and representatives of key

institutions from the private sector and

government who were appointed by ttle

Minister re~ponsible for the mining sector.

The World Bank provided input at the

initiation of th~ process regarding the

objectives and central characteristics of the

new instrument. The mining law of Bolivia

of 1997 and the amendments to the

Ecuadorian law of 2000 were also drafted

by ministerially appointed commissions of

experts representing key institutions from
the public and private sectors. The World

Bank had a more actIve role, as it provided

an initiaj diagnostic and then later technical

support through specialized legal advisors,

partici",ated in key meetings of the com-

mission, and provided comments on the

drafts in the different stages of the work.

Other key issues addressed. In addition to

the above, the mining law must address

the following issues: artisanal and small

mining; health and safety of mining workers;

ancillary rights. of title holders; and penalties.

THE PROGESS OF PREPARING A

MODERN MINING LEGAL FRAMEWORK;

ENSURING ADEQUA TE SOLUTIONS AND

STAKEHOLDER OWNERSHIP. The impor-

tanceof the above issues makes itimpera-

tive that the Jaw deal with ~ach of them

adequately. Similarly, their ppfitical and

social sensitivity makes it imperative that

the authorities and other key stakeholders

t)ave ownership of the resulting legal

framework. In such context, the World

Bank has a role in assisting in the effort to

ensUre the competency of and technical

support given to the team responsible for

the preparation of the draft law, and that

the process of preparation of a mining

code consider adequate consu'tation with

key stakeholders. Given the wide diversity

in the institutional capacity of different

developing countries, the procedures

followed to prepare mining codes have

varied significantly.

The participation of the World Bank has

also varied significantly: In those countries

with the capacity to carry out the process

independently, the Bank has simply pro-

vided opinions on the general objectiv~s

and key instruments of the proposed law,

In those countries with relatively less insti-

tutional capacity, the Bank has played a

very active. role in assisting the authorities

in the preparatipn of the laws, 'Forexam-

pie, the mining laws of 1992 in Mexico and

The World Bank took a more active role in

countries with less developed institutional

capabilities, as was the case in Mongolia

(1997), Madagascar (2001), Democratic

Republi~ of the Congo (2002), and Ghana

(draft of 2002). Bank teams worked with

local experts from the key sector institu-

tions in the development of mining legal

matrices, which listed all the key i~sues of

the six building blocks of a modern legal

frQmework (see discussion above) and

spelled out the options to properly address

each of the issues. These matrices were

then reviewed ir:l detail and agreement was

reached as to options to all the issues in

discussions with these local experts and

other selected representatives of the .public

arid the private sector. In Ghana, the

matrices were discussed with NGOs and

local stakeholders in specially organized

workshops. Once agreement is reached, a

draft law can be easily prepared, as the

M N I N 6 A N D DEVELDPMENT
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basic geological information from exploration
.

must be clearly delineated, The interest of

the nation in such areas as earthquakes

and other geological hazards, water

resources, and the use of non-renewable

resources gives the state a !egitimate role in

terl'ns of the need to develop and maintain

a reliable national geological database,

Yet it is important to separate this from

exploration, a high-risk, high-cost activity

more closely related to the prodl,Jctive end
.

of the industry, which' must be !eft to the

private sector, Evidence shows not only

that state-supported mineral e~ploration

has proven to be ineffective and costly but,

even worse, that state organizations

jnvolved inexplo'ration have often been

granted large areas of minera( rights in

some of the most geologically attractive

areas, The fin~1 result has been that access

to mineral resources by qua!ified investors

has been blocked, thereby severe IX .

limiting the possibilities of mineral sector

development of many countries,

approach to be taken in addressing the

key legal issues has been defined. The final

drafts that .emerged from such processes

were then submitted to Parliament for

approval.

The Reform of Public Mining
Institutions and the Role of the Modern

St(Ite

THE NEED FOR INSTITUTIONAL .

REFORM. The role of lessor and regulator

of government in the miner~1 sector must

be seen in the context of the overall

economic and development policies of a

country. After decades of state intervention,

many countries are shaping free market

economies. To be responsive to these

changes, public institutions must change

their mandates and roles to administer the

regulatory framework effectively and to

provide public goods to support the imple-

mentation of the government's new policies

and fulf~lment of its new responsibijities.

Therefore, the state should commit itself

within the mining sector to defining policy,

establishing the legal, fiscal, and regulatory

framework, administering mineral rights,

protecting the environment and health and.
safety of the miners, and setting up a

modern and reliable geological information

infrastructure.

A clear separation of functions between

the public and private sectors is necessary

in order to implement the new role of the

state effectively. In the market economy,

investments in productive activities, such

as mining exploitation. and the provision of

services, such as drilling or laboratory

assays; that are not public goods are the

responsibility of the private sector. For

example. in the area of geologicaf knowl-

edge, the line separating the gathering of

ESTABLISHING THE INSTITUTIONAL

FRAMEWORK FOR A REFORMED

MINERAL SECTOR. Strong and capable

institutions are a fundamental prerequisite

for the satisfactory implementation of

developm~nt policies and of the legal

framework. The experience of the successful

mineral sector reforms ol the 1990s shows

that a simple.institutional 'Structure, if

estaQlis.hed with a c;:areful assignation of

functions and based on a clear definition

of objectives and scope of .activities,

contributes to a climate of confidence and

transparency in the administration of

sectoralpolicy, A str,ucture that has proven

to be satisfactory and can facilitate the

implementation of reform includes the

followi.ng: a ministry 'or department of ~nes

that acts as t'he political head of the sector,

A N D DEVELOPMENTM I N N G
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proc.ess, interactivs and participatory at all

stages -Includes the following:

responsible for policy making and invest -

ment promotion; a mining cadastre office .

to administer mineral rights; a geological

survey to provide earth science information;

a mining environment officetp interface

between the operators and the national

environmental authority; and a mines

inspectorate to supervise ma~ers regarding

mining occupational health and safety

issues.

An adv!sable first step in the establishment

of this institutional structure is to provide it

with a sound legal foundation. Therefore,

the mining law should outline the role of

the state in the sector, specify those

activities of the mining development

sequence in which the state will or will not

be involved, and clearly delineate the role

of each PMlin fulfilling the responsibilities

of the state in the sector. Countries

.successful in providing a !eliable source

of financing for the core functions of their

PMls have included within the mining law

.the definition of the source of funds (for

example, a part of the concessions fees)

and their use.

.Assessment of the existing situation,

including the identification of public and

private demand regarding services to be
provided by the PMI5. .

.D~finition of the roles of the public and

private sectors with respect to the

management and development of mining.

.Definition of the vision, mandate, and

institutional output products, such as

cadastral titles, geological maps, and

environF!lental permits.
.Definition of responsibilities and functions

of the PMls, and design of the op~rational

procedures to generate the prqducts.

.Definition of work programs and a

qevelopmentplan.
.Design of a human resburces policy,

including identification Of skills needs,

availability, and gaps; definition of job

profiles; recruitment criteria; training

.needs; and career opportunities.

.Identification of funding sources and

realistic assessment of budget needs to

ensure core functionsc as well as

development of ma-nagement capacity.

.Identification and set-up of mechanisms

for monitoring of performance indicators,

including timely delivery of services and

client satisfaction, and for continuous

improvement of processes and capaciti~,

The sustainability of the PMls depends on

the treatment given to the key institutional

variables, human resources, financial

resources, and management quality -and

on ensuring that political interference will

not affect their performance. Assistance

provided by the World Ba~k to. strengthen

and. modernize the PMls aims at establishing

clear civil service rules and legally con-

straining mandates in order to prevent

frequent or drastic changes of the sector

rnstitutional framework in which the PMls

work. The methodology often applfed in

the actual .work of jn~titutional reform -as

part of an initial overall assessment or, more

effectively, of an institutional development

Strict prioritization and selectivity need to

be applied in the design of an institutional

deve.lopment plan. A selective approach,

which identifies areas in which p~ogress is

either needed or feasible in a reasonable

period (say, three to five years), is likely to

yield better results than ah overambitious

program that tries to address el! the

identified deficiencies simultaneously. For

example, gjven the fast pace of mining

N I N G A N D DEVEtOP~ENT



sector development in Argentina and Peru

in the 1993-1.997 period, priority was

assigned to.the strengthening oflhe

Mining Cadastre Office and the Mining

~ Environmental Office. Meanwhile, work

was begun on the geological surveys,

but at a slower pace. ~irhilarly,the

managerial capabilities availabJe and the

relative importanC?e of the sector to the

economy of the country concerned will

determine whether a restructuring of an

institution 1s needed or if work wilt be

limited to modernizing and refocusing the

institution, and whether the information

infrastructure needs to be developed or

simply improved.

from the international community to

address the needs of those most affected

.by mining operations.

PMIs AND SUSTAINABlLITY The PMls

playa key role in the sustainable use of

mineral resource$. Areas of mineral potential

need to be evaluated and managed in the

context of existing and alternative land-use

options, integrating social, environmental,

cultural, and economic factors" The PMIs"

provide essential tools for efficient and

transp~rent jand-use planning and

management (appendix B),

E:nvironmental considerations have

become Qbligatory elements in mining ven-

tures, and those countries with competent

environmental m!;1nagement have proven to

have an advantage in,the attraction of new

investment. The mining industry, led by the

major international mining cor:npanies, has

accomplished significant environmental

progress in the last few years. These corn"

panies prefer to enter countries with known

environmental policies and established

environmef"!tal management, as those are

likely to be the first countries to estab~ish

clear, sensible, and non-discretionary

policies and standards on the social

issues. Furthermore, international banks

and development organizations are

.demanding rigorous environmental conduct,

including the social aspects. The smaller

companies, which depend most on credit,

will therefore be requireq to implement

sounder environmental management. The

absence of such policies will therefore be a

disincentive to mining investments.

Mjnjng Environmental Management

and Sustajnable Development

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL

CONCERNS IN MINING. As expeGtations

regarding the responsibilities of mining

companies in'the protection of theenviron-

ment and their relationships with the local

communities have changed, forward-looking

governments are in the process of adjusting

their policies to accommodate f~rther

evolution of the m!ning sector to the

concept of sustaina.ble development. At

the same time, those governments, that

have not yet reacted, are under pressure

In aiming at the sustainable d8;velopment

of mining regions, governments, local

communities, and other stakeholders must

balance the economic objectives of higher

incomes, access tq education, and oppor-

tunities for work with the environmental

goals of improving the levels of health, safety,

and well-being in pleasant surroundings;

and the social goal of developing strong

community networks. The identification of

these factors and the need for balance, as

a prerequisite to the sustainability of the

impact of mining on the local economy,

provides the stakeholders with a general

sense of their role in the local. development

MI-NING A N D Df.VELDPMENT
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central), private sector participation,. and

functions of environmental institutions.

process and. a direction on how to

manage thos~ aspects of a project which

they col:1trol. They also establish the

responsibility of the three main stakehorders

-the government, the. mining company,

and the community -to coordinate iheir

roles through a trilateral dialogue, where

such balance can be consensually

arranged.

World Bank a~slstance on mining envlron-

mental reform normally start~ by asses$ing

the situation and needs of environmental

management in a givel:1 country through

a Sectoral Environmental Assessment

(SEA} and by agreeing to the principles

appliGable to the social issues included in

the mining environmental action plan and

the proceQures to follow in their administra-

tiQn. Environmental management of the

minfng sector within developing countries

varies immensely, and there is considerable

room for improvement in all member

countries; general education being a k~y

factor that accounts for such g!eat variation,

Some countries have had their legislation in

place for decades, while others have

begun introducing their laws and regulations

more recently. An SEA that considers the

elements of environmental management

and that assesses the existing baseline

data, as well as the policy, legal, and

institutiona) framework, provides a strong

foundation as to the priorities of work and

the instruments needed for such work.

The SEA will help define which mining

areas should be given most attention;

which environmental problems are critical

and, as a consequence, how to sequence

the different steps requiredforenviron-

mental reform (including review of regula-

tions, revision of Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA) procedures, strengthening

of institutions, and increase in private

sector participation).

MINING ENVIRONMENTAL REFORM .

WORK. The environmenta, adminjstration

of the mineral sector shou!d form part of a

wider national environmental management

system with established policies, norms,

and procedu!es.aimed at sustainable

development and which address all key

environmental and social issues. The main

elements of such a system include an

environ(11ental policy stating its goals and

strategi~s; an environrnental8ction plan for

all business sectors; an "umbrella" environ-

mental law that allows for sector-specific

regulations; establishment of goals for

environmental quality .an? standards for air

and water; establishment of public institutions

.responsible for environmental management;

and training programs on envirGnmental

management. The mining environmental

action plan, issued in accordance with the

above policy, must consider all pertinent

sustainable development considerati(jns,

such as land acquisition, mine closures,

employment and training of locals, devel-

opment of region~1 infrastructure, revenue

sharing, Jocal participation, arid the

consultation processes. Issu~8; that must

be addressed include information needs

and availability, the role to be given to

environmental policy in$truments and

planning tools, and the degree of urgency

fo~ reform and adjustment. Organizational

issues include the institutional struc~ure of

environmental management (sectoral or

Once a clear dii:lgnosisofenvironmental

conditions and strategic priorities has been

made, World Bank assistance focuses on

the drafting of environmental regulation$,

the drafting of guidelines 10 address the
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associated with exploration and develop-

ment. In .addition, it has been proven that

private sector investors can be encouraged

and regulated to act responsibly and reflect

the best interests of a nation thr0ugh

appropriat~mineral policy initiatives and

efficient legal and administrative procedures.

Mining SOEs are uncommon or absent in

almost all successful mining jurisdictions,

with Codelco in Chile anp Soquem in

Quebec, Canada being two rare and

successful exceptions. Jhe presence of ~n

enterprise owned by the state that is also

engaged in such key activities as

administering mineral rights and -effecting

environmental cpntrols creates a perceived

conflict of interest for other players. The

importance of equal access to licensing

and the minimization of areas reserved for

exploration or exploitation by governments

or their SOEs cannot be overemphasized.
' Therefore, a government that maintains

SOEs must establish a truly level playing

field Where theSOEs receive no preferential

tre~tment and have qualified independent

management with no political interference,

and where the access to mineral resources

is non-discretionary. At best, the presence

of SOEs should not be part of any country's

mining reform initiatives.

sociaJ issues included in the mining

environmental action plan, the strengthening

'of the environmental institutions, and the

implementation of environmental planning

tools. World Bank technical assistance in

the regulatory area follows the guidelines

discussed abov~. In the social areas, the

focus is on the preparation of guidelines on

land acquisition, employment, and training

of the populatior, procurement with local

enterprises, revenue sharing, the role ,of

foundations and regional development

organizations, local participation, the

development of social capital, and the

consultation processes. Such guidelines

should be region-specific and should be

developed with the participation of the

community involved. Assi~tance for the

strengthening of environmental institutions

normally includes support of tlie modern-

ization of the environmental baseline

information, training for key personnel, and

restructuring of the.institutions. As for the

implementation of environmental planning

tools, World Bank assistance focuses on

the design and implementation of the EIA

process.

Reform and Privatization of State

Enterprises

World Bank assistance to mining reform in

those countries with a significant presence

of SOEs focuses on implementing an

orderly process of closure and privatization

of their operations. Between 1989 and

1997, the state-owned enterprise in

Bolivia, COMIBOL. with ass!stance from

the Mining Sector Rehabilitation Project,

closed more than 80 percent of the previous

operations (which were judged to be: unvi-

able) .and restructured and privatized the

remaining ol?erations, including Colquiri,

State-owned mining enterprises were

established in many developing

countries in the 1960s, based on the

double premise that private investors

(esp6)cially foreign investors) did not act in

the best interests of the,nation, and that

government -controlled -mining development

could be managed efficiently. Over the p~st

three decades, private enterprises have

proven to be far more efficient and
competitive thanSOEs, as well as more .

effective at raising capital. Moreover, they

have proven better at managing the.risks
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Huanuni, ~ina Bolivar, and the Vinto

smelter. In Zambia, the mining sector

technical assistance project assisted in

restructuring ZCCM, closing the unviable

operations, and privatizing those that were

judged viable. In Russia, the Coal SECALs

1 and 2 assisted the priv?tization of the

coal industrybysuppqrting the demonop-

olizationandcommercialization of the

industry and then the implementation of

competitive direct privatization. Meanwhile,

a techl:lical assistance loan (TAL) funded

privatization-.related activities. jn cases in

which the mining project takes place in

parallel to a multisectorial privatization

project, the mining project asSists so that

.privatization of the mining component
occurs in accordance with the existing .

framework for such divestitures. In Peru,

the Bank assisted in the priv~tization of the

operations of Centromin and Minero Peru.
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III. Mining in the

Threshold of the 21st

Century and Sustainable

Development

focusesori engaging the community i.n

order to achieve the social license that Wilf

allow them optimal operating conditions for

the long term.

MINING POLICY: A NEW THREE-WAY

PROCESS

As a result of the contextual shift that the

mining jndustry has undergone during the

last quarter century. mining policy is

increasingly becoming a three-way process

involving the companies. the national

authorities, and the local (and regional)

community. Getting these three-way

dialogues started requires careful preparatory

work to ensure that the three parties are

prepared to contribute to and extract full

benefits from the process that they are

about to initiate. Such dialogues can be a

win.:win proposition for the three primary .

stakeholderS -the government. the

community, and the company -all of whom

stand'to g~n signmcant~ from the sustainable

development of the mining regions.

But many developing country governments

have not laid the neces~ary. foundations for

the three-way process, either by not

enacting a modern mining and environmental

regulatory framework, or by enacting one

that is highly discretionary and Subject to.

continuous negotiations. Such c9ntext

does not provide the investor with the

security of tenure requiredfbr long-term

planning and affects the view of the

investor in his relationship with the local

community. Vnder these circumstances,

very few mining companies engag~ the

local communities in a dialogue leading to

sustainable development initiatives (as the

companies would have to feel comfortable

with their contractual terms and .with their

relatjonship with government)c

However, experience regarding the role of

the ~entral government in participating in

the three-way policy process in a developing

COUritry context is still very limited. A "few

governments have made progress by
establishing an enabling" environment for .

private investment in the mineral sector.

These countries have provided their mining

industries with modern mining codes,

stable and equitable fiscal norms, clear,

non-discretionary, non-negotiable procedures
and regulations, and adequate environmental

regulations. Mining companies in these

selected countries receive a clear, long-term

legal license to operate. Their concern then

THE TRIPLE BOTTOM lINE AND

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The Components of Sustajnabjljty.

The sustainability of all projects, enterprises,

or societies is defined by three fundamental

prerequisites: economic strength, environ-

mental sustainability, and social equity. The

decisiveness and skill with which the mining

industry balances these three imperatives
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of its operations and becomes socially

acceptable ,- in the context of the developed

and in developing world alike- will be a

critical f.actorin defining the long-term future

of the industry. Similarly, the management

that the governments of mining countries

give to these issues will go a long way in

defining not only" the enabling environment

for thE3 development of their mining sectors

.but the possibility of receiving ongoing

benefits from the sector in the long term.

The Governance Requirement

communities -the mining industry of tHe

21 st century must continue the work that

industry leaders started a decade or so

ago and aim at takinga)eading position in

the development work of neighbor(ng com-

munities. In so doing, mining will .continue

to demonstrate that the benefits that could

accrue to these communities far outweigh

the costs, and that these benefits can be .

more substantial than they hav~ been in

the past. Indeed, recent experience p.oints

to a new generation of mine enterprise and

commun)ty relationships w~ose main

objective is to lmprove the impact of

mining activities to the benefit of the 1ocal

communities. .

Clarity on the goals of the .three-way .

process and agreement on the roles and

responslbilities of the key stakeholders In

this process is critical in any effort to

ensure s~stainability: This implies that the

expected behaviorsQfthe stakeholders

must be agreed upon, so as to safeguard

the interests of others. To this end, the

stakeholders must agree on procedures for

decision making and dispute resolution in

order to ensure that affected people will be

treated properly. Reaching agreements on

these matters provides direction on how to
.

manage these processes, helps the

stakeholders recognize constraints, and

suggests a means of overcoming them.

Most importantly, stakeholder agreement

provides the basis for a strong linkage

oetween industry, central government,

and the local community.

TtJe recent Canadian experience' with

mining has establish~d a model regarding

t~e sustainable development of local

communities. To begin with, government,

industry, labor, aboriginal groups, and

environmentalists agreed in the Whitehorse

Mining Initiative ot 1994 on a vision for the

development of th.e mineral sector with an

object[ve of "a socially, economically,

environmentally sustainable. and prosperous

minlng industry, underpinned b.y political
and .community consensus." Subsequent

experience has strengthened the

Whitehorse objectives of environmental

sustainability, community and indigenous

orientation, and economic competitiveness.

Most importantly, it has hjghlighted the

need to move from a revenue:.sharing to a

benefit-sharing approach. In other words,

sustainable development requires that the.
stakeholders loo~ beyond the impact ot

employment, !oyalties. taxes, fees, ~nd

indirect benefits that the mine infrastructure

wUI bring to the region. Stakeholders must
participat~ in the supply of goods and ,

$ervices -initially for the mine and later for

all firms in the region -and contribute to

TOWARD SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

BEYOND THE MINE

Recent Experience: A Hopeful Message

Whil~ mining will continue to be controver-

sialbecause of its social and environmental

impacts -especially at the level of local
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the planning of the infrastructure. This .

ch~nge of approach is of fundamental

importance, as the whole cluster of economic

activities outside mining but surrounding

the mine generates by far the )argest portion

of the economic and social benefits to

local communities and national economies

and, in addition, defines the long-term

sustainability of the entire mineral sector.

Such has been the history of Sudbury,
Ontario, which evolved from a frontier ,

railway and mining town to a significant '.

"mining metropolis" and an important

economic center in northern Ontario.

It has developed a substantial degree of

economic diversification around a mineral-

extraction base, as well as a broad range

of economic activities of a business servi~e,

governmental, health, and educational

character. By now, Sudbury has become

an attractive and dynamic city that.has

established itself as a center for technol,og-

ical innovation in hard-rock mining, with a

range ofminerals-oriented enterprises. The

economy has diversified with a series of

other contributors, and as an educational

center, the landscape is returning to ,its

natural state, and the city has become

attractive in its healt~y natural setting.

The development of northern Saskatchewan

on the basis of the uranium mines is much

more recent but follows the same general

path (after a failed initial attempt to develop

the region through crown corporations V:J!th

a. revenue-sharing approach). A set:o.nd

approach followed several years of public

inquiry into three key issues: the environ-

mental safety of the industry,. the levels of

economic and community benefits to the

North, an.d benefits to the aboriginal peoples.

While the state remained responsible for a
., .

more open, transparent, cooperative, and.

consultative process, government withdrew

from production and was re~laced by the

private sector. Throughout the 1990s,

uranium m!ning had a major impact on the

regional and community development. 1n

addi~ion to the employment and taxation

they had already been receiving, the region

and community benefited from procurement

for the mines, enterprise development, and

st~ong growth of community and native-

Theoperirng ofa mine and the cofT"!munity

employment it generates expand the

demand for a variety of consumer goods

and services in the region. Initially it could

include such enterprises and activities as

food. for mine personnel, retail outlets, .

hotels, restaurants, bakeries, automotive

repairs, and personal, medical, and financial

services. Shortly thereafter, it may include .

the provision of housing, maintenance

services for hdusirig and roadways,

construction of sheds and .simple mine

buildings, and inputs such as sand and

gravel. As the mine community expands,

other types of inputs can be provided,

such as vehicle repair, machine shop

services, welding, sheet metal work,

plumbing, and electrical services. These

may be followed by more complex

construction projects and into repair and

assembly of basic steelwork, Ultimately,

when the mine community expands greatly,

a growing variety of enterprises may locate

there to provide inputs for the mine's

activities in the region; later for other

regions, and eventually foro1her countries.

In major mining cities, some more complex

equipment may be produced. At this point,

there will also be a steady expansion of the
pr~vision of public goods and services, .

including tligh~r education, hospitals, and

infrastructure services, along with the local

government bureaucracy to administer these.
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owned businesses, development of social

capital, institutional strengthening of the

community planning frameworks, and

improved environmental" protection. In

addition, local residents and others are

now applying the skills, procedl,Jres, and

practices initially obtained from uranium

mining to other sectors, including forestry,

tourism, health care, and education.

Escondida has advanced one step beyond,

as some of its local suppliers and provipers

of services have entered the national

stage In Chile. All these mines have made

significant efforts to train lobal populations.

Applying the Canadian Lessons in

Developing Countries

The introduction of mining in indigenous

areas creates important potential benefits

but also a number of challenges. Some of
.

the benefits are ihe same as those that

mining generally brings, including employ-
ment, taxation, infrastructure development,

and local entrepreneurial development. But

indigenous communities also have the

possibility of capturing some additional

spin-off benefits from the local purchases

of mining companies. as indigenous peoples

may benefit in the future by systematically

developing the relevant mining skills so that

they can dom.inate mining activities in the

areas where they come from. Ultimately

this should include partial or complete
ownership of some mine enterprises. -

Their geographical proximity yo the mineral

resources and emotional proximity to the

affected people should facilitate this.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that

the initial stages of. the introduction of

mining to an indigenous area may also

usher in some social problems, as outsiders

may bring alcohol and introduce foreign

lifestyles. Also, pollution may da.mage ihe

environment, and traditionally reserved

areas may be disturbed. Yet those govern--
ments that have-established credibility in

their commitmen.t io reform and the

protection of the environment have proven

capable of managing the process, largely

by making use of the trilateral dialogue with

industry and the affected communities.

The experience in developing countries of

large mines that undertake adequate

community development efforts confirms

the initial phases of the above sequence.

The pattern of development of neighboring

communities of such mineS jocated in the.

Andean region js similar to the early stages

of those in Canada. Initially, local communi-

tymembers tend to fill the lower skilled

jobs and provide unsophisticated services

to the mine. As the-community develop- .

ment work begins to mature and the local

service providers incorporate enterprises,

these b~in by providing unsophisticated.

services and then entering. into activities

such as vehicle repairs, machine shop

serVices, welding, sheetmetal work, and

electrical services. At a later stage., some

more sophisticated, national-level service

providers, such as repair and maintenance

of heavy equipment, will open a regional

shop. Since the start-up of the Candelaria

mine in Chile, many corripanie$ have

opened offices. and shops in nearby

Copiapo- Something similar has occurred

in the neighboring town of Cajamarca since

the start-up of the Yancicocha mine in

Peru. The result is asignific-dnt groWth in

purchases from local businesses and the

appearance of several small local subcon-

,tractors in the specialties noted above.
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APPENDIX A
THE EXPERIENCES OF THE 19805 AND THE MINING REFORMS OF THE 19905

the property. EXploitation concessions

continue in effect for as long as.the holder

continues paying his concession fee; no

minimum work or investment requirement

applies. The Code -was complefT!ented by the

implementation of a modern mining cadastre,

which provides accurate information on the

status of all areas, strictly applies the first

come -first served principle; and strictly

applies the full transferability of the titles.

After..more than ten years in which countries

in all regions of the .world introduced major

reforms to their mining laws with varying

degrees of success,. the Latin American

legal reforms appear to have had the most

impact in attracting investment in exploration

and.mining.The Latin American mining

legal reforms followed a conceptual

scheme along the lines of the Chilean

Foreign Investment Statute DL600 of 1974

and the Mining Code of 1983. DL600

established the non-discriminatory treatment

of foreign investors, free access to all

sectors of the economy, and minimum

intervention by government in the.activities

of the investor. It also enabled investors to

obtahl stabilization agreements for the

legal, fiscal, and foreign exchange provi-

sions applicable to their investment.

Of the countries that adjusted their laws

along the lines of the Chilean approach, Peru.
introduced two additional innova~ions that

considerably simpnfied the administration of

mineral rights. The first was a national grid

system to facilitate the icjentification of

concession boundaries and avoid overlapping

concessions. The second was a single,

unified concession for exploration and

exploitation. :ro discourage.the holding of the.

unified concession beyond a reasonable

period, Peru imposes a monetary penalty on

those concessions that do not meet

production requirements by the eighth year.

These innovations have proven to be

successful and are being incorpbrated into

the more recent miriingreform initiatives.

The Chilean Mining Code aimed at creating

a market for mineral rig.htsbyprovi~ing

clear, non-discretionary norms and

transparent procedures. To this end, the

Code included the following major features.

Exploration and exploitation concessions

are real property rights. Conces.sions are

freely transferable, mortgageable, and

inheritable, with no re.quirement of govern-

ment approval. Concessions are" awarded

to the first eligible person who requests an.
available area, on a first come -first serve.d

basis. Restrictions on ~Iigibility are minimal.

Only the holder of an exploration concession

can apply for an exploitation concession

and is not required to demonstrate a

discovery to do so. Concessionaires can

exploit all coricessionable m!nerals within

The Asia and Pacific region has lagged in

attracting mineral exploration investment in

recent years. However, Indonesia and later

Papua New Guinea and the Philippines

initially succs.eded in attracting major foreign

mining companie~ to make substantial

investments in exploration and mining by

standardizing the contract terms through

which they provide security and stability of
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In Africa, the mining law~ enacted in

Botswana in 1976 and Ghana in 1986 granted

the Minister responsible for mining a large

amount of discretion to grant or refuse

mineral rights to private applicants and to set

their terms, as wet! as to supervise all facets

of the operation. Both laws require that the

stat& be provided with a free equitY interest

in each project and stipulate prior written

permission of the Minister for the transfer of

a mineral right. Both also require applicants

to demonstrate their, technical and financial

capabilities, to submit extensive plans, arid to

demonstrate the existence of a commercial
deposit in order to get a mining license. .

Despite these restrictions. Botswana, Ghana,

and Indonesia achieved a r~spectable

amount of success in attracting private

investment into their private sectors, primarily

because the three countries have very

attractive geology, implemented sound.

macroeQonomic policies, and their respective

mining laws were r~asonably administered.

Their legal frameworks worked well (in the

1980s and through the mid-1990s) with

companies that had sufficient capital to

spend on up-front fiegotiations. l-:iowever,

they: did not encourage companies to take

exploration risks, a i imitation that has

substantiaJly slowed the growth of mining in

these countries -and in countries which

.followed their legal scheme -in the late

19~Os and early 2000s.

terms. The Indonesian approach differed

considerably from the Latin American

approach; the mining law does not allow

foreigners to obtain exploration or minihg

licenses. For this purpose,. standardized

Contracts of Work (COW) were esta~lished,

under which foreign companies explor,e for,

develop, and exploit the mineral resources

as contractors for the government. Each

COW is approved by Congress, giving it

the force of law; this provides investors

with stability and predictability of the

~pplicable rules. The COWs are revised
only every few years, thereby avoiding the .

time and cost of negotiating individual

COWs and facilitating the administration of

the contracts. Each version or "~eneration"

of the COW offers investors ~ package of

rights and obligations covering all. activiti~

required for the operation and also fixing

tax and foreig~ exchange rules that the

mining companies have fburid to be

acceptable for major investments. Yet the

COWs are not transferable or mortgageable.

The government exercises consider~ble

supervision overall phases of a project and

retains discretion on key issues, such as

the requirement of local participation in a

project:

Changes introduced into the eighth .

generation COW in 1998-2000 were not

accepted by the international mintng

compantes. The situation was further

complicated when the government pre-

sented a draft mintng law of 2000, which

resulted in the government being forced to

step back to the seventh gensraticin COW.
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data acquisition. The availability to all stakeholders of

modern and reliable geo-scientific data not only

enhance the capacity to assess and manage mineral

resources, but can also be applied to other areas, suGh

as agriculture, forestr:Y, natural hazards, environmental

and health risk analysis; conservation, and land"use

planning. Good examples"of such programs can be

found in Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Ghana, Madagascar

(scheduled); Mauritania, and Mozambique"

Mining cadastre and mBnagement of property

rights. The establishment of a mining cadastre,

which integriltes the regulatory, institutional, and

technological aspects of mineral rights administration,

is the comerstone of a mineral resource management

aimed at optimizing the contribution of mining to

regional development. The granting of mining titles,

founded on trahsparentprocedures and on

unequivocal location and limits of mineral prop~rties,

guarantees the security of tenure for investors; World

Bank -supported technical assistance programs to

set up mbdern cadastral systems, as completed for

example in Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru,

Madagascar, and Mauritania, have led to many

improvements. Computerized granting and monitoring

procedures, strictly mirroring existing regulations,
speed up processing times and Umit the opportunities

for "arbitrary" interventions. Set-up of mining rights

d~ta bases, linked to the procedures management

system, allow the accurate and precise location

lusing GPS and GIS techno,logies) of mining properties

in real time, a key factor for security of tenure and

avoidance of legal conflicts. In addition, displaying

the information on the Internet allows the govern-

ment, as well as communities and investors, to fore'-
..

see and mitigate potential conflicts between mineral

resources exploitation and other land uses, including

conservation of protected areas (see in particular the

case of Ecuador, http://www.mineriaecuador.com).

Geo-sdentific informotion infrostructure.. The

provision of strategic mineral resource information

through a national GeolOgical Survey Organization

(GSO) constitutes an important man9ate of a modern

state. The World Bank has long recogni.zed the

importance of GSOs as."enablers'' to provide the

required data to make well-informed decisions

regarding. sustainable land and resource use. World

Bank technical assistance programs in most cases

incluc!e funds to stre~gthen GS~, develop a national

multi-disciplinary geo-scientific9ata base, setup a

related information system, and publish anddissemi-

nate the informatjon through publicly available maps,

reports, data bases, books, brochures, articles, work-

shops, and conferences. They often include regional

Environmental and social management.

Environmental and social imp~cts assessments for

mining activities have become a requirement in a

growing number of countries. Since the early 1990s,

the World Bank has supported the development of
an appropriate regulatory framework and an institu- ,

tional capacity to evaluate environmental impact

assessments (EiAs) and to monitor the environment~1

performance of the sector. While still at an early

stage of conceptual d~velopment, World Bank

assistance now also includ~scapacity building to

assess and monitor social impacts. as well. as ways

to involve the civil society in monitoring environmental

and social impacts. This participatory approach

strengthens the credibility of such processes. Typical

products include the set-up of sector environmental

offices as ~n interface between the operators ~d

central environmental institutions. A successful case is

Argentina, where sector decentralized environmental .

units are involving other sectors in E!A processing;

the development of EIA procedures; and rnonitonng

routines linked tp an Environmental Information and

Management System (as in Argehti!la. Ecuador.

Madagascar. Mauritania,ahd Mozambique). More

recently, WorlQ Bank programs have Included

involvement of NGOs. and civil society organizations
in monitoring. as well as the development of .

guidelines on the relationship$ between operators

and communities (as in Ecuador). In addition, the

gathering of environmental baseline information and

its public availability have prover to be very useful for

operatqrs~ government. and civil society alike, bOth

for development planning and for monitoring of

sector performance (as in Argentina, Bolivia.

.Ecuador, Madagascar, and Mauritania).
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